The Template (Part 1)
Self Mastery in the Christ Consciousness
An Andromedan, Pleiadian, Orion Alternative
The template is not a demand, a cult, or a document by which to judge others. It is a
way of life that follows Universal Principles and Understandings necessary for a healthy
society and environment. It is a gift on high from those who have transcended the
problems experienced today on Earth such as disease, famine, homelessness and war.
It is a way that inspires and promotes Universal Peace, Brother/Sisterly love, Joy,
Individual Freedom and Prosperity for All. It transcends all religious and cultural barriers
while honoring both religious and cultural diversity knowing that diversity is the spice of
creation.
The way is in the very words just written; it is in the heart of hearts of all Humanity for
everyone in their heart of hearts desires love, joy, peace, individual freedom and
prosperity as well as a closer connection to their Creator. The source of this information
is unimportant; it is equally unimportant to give it a name or image. What is more
important is to read it with an open mind and loving heart and feel whether or not it
resonates in the soul as wisdom.
There are Universal Principles or Natural Laws inherent in creation or the Natural world
in which we live. If we live in accordance with these laws, we live in accordance with
nature and God, for the Creator is omnipresent within all creation. As a collective we
have in error separated God from Nature and Nature from God. We have also
separated God from ourselves and our fellow man/woman. These separations are the
root or base cause for our pain and suffering. War, disease and poverty all stem from
the false belief in separation. There are other false beliefs which will also be addressed
for over time man/woman have become very confused, complicated and very creative in
a myriad of expressions which do not serve the greater good. These understandings will
help correct that imbalance and usher in a spiritual, wholesome, natural way of life.
There have been many masters, saints and sages who brought these Universal
Principles and Understandings to every culture. The greatest saints, sages, masters
and mystics transcended all cultural and religious boundaries into a universal love for all
people and all life. Rather than choose any one name, image or doctrine which often
leads to separation, the judgment, condemnation and demonizing of others or in the
worst case war, we have found it a more equitable approach to focus primarily on the
Universal Principles and Understandings found within all teachings. Focus on that which
empowers the individual to make his or her own personal God connection and inspires
and promotes Universal Peace, Brother/Sisterly love, Individual Freedom and Prosperity
for All, as well as a healthy balanced society and environment. I am sure you are
catching on for the Universal Principles and Understandings have already been given.
They are that simple. Honoring and following them with impeccable integrity is the hard
part. There are three basic tenants that if honored and followed with impeccable
integrity would solve all the ills of Humanity and the Earth.

•
•
•

Love God with all your heart.
Honor each individual as a unique expression of God.
Behave as if the God in all life matters.

Before we can accept this understanding as a way, each of these tenants must be
further clarified. There has been so much confusion about these basic tenants,
alterations by kings and institutions to fit their needs, and intellectual rhetoric added
throughout history that they have become lost or buried under a mountain of confusion.
They were often referred to in the past most simply as the Law of One.
Love God with all your heart.
To love God with all our hearts we must understand the true nature of God. There are
so many images attributed to the absolute which is in its most unlimited understanding
truly nameless and has no image. There is a saying that God created man/woman in its
own image and likeness, “In Spirit.” There is another saying that man created God in
his/her own image which is why there are over 11,000 religions and images. There have
been so many images passed down through history it has become quite confusing.
There is the wrathful jealous God, the punishing God and the God of infinite love,
compassion and forgiveness. There are also deities throughout the various cultures
which represent the different aspects of God. So how can we agree on the image of
God? What kind of image can we unite with that will foster Universal Peace,
Brother/Sisterly Love, Joy, Individual Freedom and Prosperity for All? What kind of
image can we become one with, love and fully immerse ourselves in? It must be an
unlimited image to reflect the unlimited nature of God. We cannot love God and fear
God at the same time for perfect love casts out all fear. If we are afraid of the wrath and
punishment of God how can we fully immerse ourselves? It seems in order to Love God
with all our hearts we need a new image. This is a more unlimited understanding of
God, yet there is not a name, image or collection of words spoken or written that can
define the infinite expression of God. This is a humble attempt to bring one closer to
understanding the Great Mystery.
The Father/Mother God principle known as life is the one consciousness that
encompasses all consciousness. It is Omnipresent on all planes and dimensions
throughout the multiverses. In its most unlimited expression it is pure unconditional love
and joy, BLISS. It is like the sun shining its golden rays of love and joy on all people and
all life, the source of all life. It does not have and is beyond the ego which judges good
or bad, right or wrong. The infinite love, joy, compassion, and forgiveness is
unchanging, never ending and always assured in God. The images of a wrathful
punishing God are misperceptions of the past and in error. We live in an
Action/Reaction world known as the plane of demonstration where consciousness
creates reality. We manifest and magnetize people and events into our daily lives
according to our attitudes, emotions and beliefs in the world in which we live. Gods
favorite words are, “As you wish,” manifesting and becoming the clay for your creations.
Jesus once said, “As you believe, so it is.” Buddha spoke, “We are what we think; all
that we are arises with our thoughts; with our thoughts we create the world.” Quantum

physics is now revealing what the ancient mystics have known for thousands of years.
Rather than giving blame or credit to God or a devil for everything, maybe it is time to
take responsibility for our attitudes, emotions and actions. Take charge of the God given
gift of freewill directing that will in the highest and best good of Humanity and the Earth
with impeccable integrity. God in its most unlimited expression is again Pure,
Unconditional Love, Joy and BLISS. Those who have transcended the body and the
personality through meditation, near death experiences (NDEs) and other spiritual
practices have experienced this Pure Golden Consciousness and Energy often referred
to as the plane of BLISS or the Cradle of God. Let thine eye, (6th seal or chakra) be
single and make Love, Joy and Bliss your focus until you become it. Self discipline with
focus and feeling is the path to the Source of all life which is infinite in love, joy,
compassion and forgiveness.
Honor each individual as a unique expression of God.
It is written that man/woman are created in the same image and likeness of God. The
light that lighteth every man/woman is the light of God, and Ye are all Gods. This is
another understanding in Omnipresence. Loving thy neighbor as ourselves is loving
God and ourselves for there is no separation in Omnipresence. Each individual is a
unique expression of God and that diverse expression adds to the whole of Creation
making a more unlimited Creator, (honor diversity). Every individual is God expressing
each in one’s own unique way. When that expression is nurtured and allowed to excel
along with an attitude of service it adds to the whole causing a quantum leap in
evolution. It is said that there are two reasons for everything, love and lack of love.
There are two motives for all behavior fear and love. We do not deny the fact that in
some expressions love is not the manifesting force behind creation and many actions
are not in alignment with the Universal Principles and Understandings necessary for a
healthy society and environment. Fear, adversity, separation, and competition versus
cooperation are found in all walks of life. These expressions are created out of fear, lack
of love and need healing, education and redirection. In the worst case scenario
boundaries and isolation may be necessary for those who choose a destructive path out
of respect for the safety and well being of others. They must first be given every
opportunity to be heard and heal as long as there is a sincere desire through process
oriented therapy. The wounds and traumas need expression and release not
suppression and control which is to be kept at a bare minimum and only in worst case
scenarios. In truth man/woman are multidimensional beings existing on a vibrational
continuum in more expanded states of awareness, love, joy and Bliss all the way into
oneness with Source. Healing the wounds, traumas, misperceptions and wrong
conclusions from past experiences allows one to expand beyond the personality and
body to experience the true self.
Behave as if the God in all life matters.
The Creator is omnipresent within all creation. We cannot separate one from the other.
By believing God is separate from nature and life in all forms and putting material
acquisition, technology, and our own selfish gain as first priority we are unbalanced and

living in separation. Most scientists agree that our present civilization is not sustainable
and we have a few short years left if we continue on our present course. The present
condition of our environment and escalation of Earth changes, Nature’s attempt to heal,
is testimony of this. The oceans are polluted, major fish populations and algae are
disappearing, coral reefs are dying around the world, red tides are creating massive fish
kills and dolphins and whales are beaching themselves. Our own rivers are showing the
same toxic side effects. The forests are rapidly disappearing due to clear-cut logging,
fires and man’s intrusion not to mention the poisoning of the land and the air with
herbicides, pesticides, carbon dioxide and powerful carcinogens. Even our own immune
systems are on overload with new strains of mutating virus and bacteria which are now
impervious to modern antibiotics. We have to admit somewhere we took a wrong turn in
our evolution and now is the time to correct our course. There is a wholesome natural
way to live in harmony with Nature. There is a balance, a sacred circle of life that must
be maintained in order for a healthy environment and society. This balance and love of
life in all its forms insures the continuation of every advanced civilization. The opposite
insures its inevitable demise. Separation, greed and the gross uneven dispersal of
wealth and actions which are not in the highest and best good of Humanity and the
Earth must end. Now is the time to ask what good are all the material acquisitions in the
world if a man/woman looses their soul? What good are all the material acquisitions in
life if the platform for life ceases to support life?
Could it possibly be that simple? Could accepting three simple tenants and living them
as a way of life end pain, suffering, disease, poverty, etc.? It is even simpler than that.
The chosen ones are those who chose and remained steadfast in that choice despite
the whole of the world. It takes courage and impeccable integrity applied in everyday
living which is the greatest challenge.
Just focus on Love until you become love and let love be the manifesting force behind
all creation honoring the sacred circle of life. Allow selflessness and service to replace
selfishness. It is the path to sustainable living, abundance for all, health and well being.
There is one source, one planet, one people. It is that simple. Maybe if we get it right
here we can join the rest of the universe.
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